-3 ---as we retool for a different economic environment. However, I want to stress that this downtime, for most sectors of the economy, is only temporary. It marks a necessary transition to a stable economic environment essential for longer term growth and prosperity.
Also, it is important to recognize that not all industries will do well even if inflation is halted. Some will suffer permanent losses-especially those that, for a variety of reasons, benefit from inflation. Among these are speculative land and commodity firms, companies that produce and sell "collectibles" of all kinds, and, perhaps, even those publishing companies that market books on "how to beat inflation."
Reform is never without its costs, but in considering whether the time has really arrived to reinflate, I would like to pose two questions: First, is disinflation solely responsible for our current economic problems? Second, can we solve our problems by returning to our old "inflation as usual" policies? Twill argue that the answer to both of these questions is "No."
First, let's consider why disinflation, per se, is not the sole cause of our current economic problems. Certainly disinflation is responsible for some temporary problems. However, some of our most serious problems would have occurred even if inflation had continued; they are the direct result of a new awareness on the part of the public of the pernicious nature of inflation and people's actions to attempt to protect themselves from some of its effects.
In the early 1970s, when serious inflation was a new experience for most Americans, people tended to view rising prices as a temporary phenomenon that, like an old soldier, would somehow fade away. While no borrows $100,000 from the other to purchase a house, the borrower would be willing to pay (and the lender would expect to receive) an 8 percent interest rate on the loan--5 percent to compensate for expected inflation and 3 percent to provide a desired real return.
Suppose, however, that the actual rate of inflation over the ten year period turned out to be 9 percent per year, instead of the 5 percent that was originally expected and factored into the loan. If this happened, the lender would be the loser. He would be receiving 8 percent each year on an investment that was eroding in value, due to inflation, at 9 percent per year. Instead of a positive real rate of return of 3 percent, he would be losing one percent in terms of his annual real rate of return.
On the other hand, the borrower would be doing unexpectedly well.
He would be paying 8 percent annual interest on a house that was appreciating in value at 9 percent per year-and getting a real return from living in it as well. In times of unexpected inflation, the lender's loss is the borrower's gain. And many people failed to compensate for this factor during the inflationary 1970s.
However, as this disparity between individual rates of return on real versus financial assets became increasingly noticeable over time, people became attuned to the meaning of inflation and took steps to protect themselves against it. They did this by purchasing tangible assets such as houses, land, commodities of all kinds-and by refraining from purchasing financial assets that were depreciating in value.
It was simply a situation of people awakening to what was happening and adjusting their investments to compensate for some of the effects of inflation. As a consequence, land values increased dramatically. The solution to this problem, and the challenge facing us for the future, is to make our anti-inflation policies credible to a disbelieving public. There are several things that would contribute mightily to this effort. First, our current monetary policy stance must be maintained;
there must be no, even temporary, reinflation "relapse.
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Second, federal deficits must be reduced significantly. I say this not because I believe that deficits by themselves cause inflation-they do not. I say it because smaller federal deficits would reduce the "temptation" facing monetary authorities to monetize a portion of the deficit. Finally, the American public must be prepared to resist pressures for policymakers to revert to reinflation in order to alleviate the temporary pain of the process of disinflation. Only when people become convinced that our anti-inflation fight is "for real" and will be pursued over a long period of time, will inflation finally be eliminated and stability, so necessary for economic growth, be restored. 
